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7 STEPS TO GETTING ACCOUNTANCY AND FINANCE JOBS
Therefore it is very important to know the kind of market you are selling your services to. Depending on that market will your demand as an accountant or
finance officer increase or decrease. We shall discuss seven steps to getting such jobs in this article. 

Education

This is the first thing that you need to be sure of if you want to be in this field. It is important that you get a graduate degree in accountancy or a related field if
you are interested in finance. Enroll in the best college of your area. Get a Masters Degree if possible. All this will add to the luster of your resume and make
you a more desirable candidate.

Internship

There is nothing like working for free to gather some good experience. It also looks good on your resume. This is known as internship. Volunteer for free
projects. These jobs test your level of expertise and also put you through different stress levels than in normal jobs. You get to see both aspects of the job
while working on internships. They are your key to success to a bigger job.

Unusual Resume Elements

Now you might be thinking what kind of “unusual resume elements” would look good for accountancy and finance employment. The truth is that all kinds of
jobs, no matter how technical they are give a great deal of importance to character. 

Therefore if you have some unusual life experiences that show your courage and strength or deal with your leadership, then you should put that up in your
resume even though they might not be directly related with your ambition.

Mentor

It is possible to do really well in your field if you always have someone pointing out your flaws. Therefore a mentor can do you good. You will not become
over confident if you ask your biggest doubter to act as your mentor. It will help you in trying to always improve yourself.

Training Programs

The field of finance work is ever changing. It is filled with newer practices, techniques, and finance laws. To keep oneself ahead of the competition, it is very
important therefore, to join these training programs. These programs not only help you revise your skills but also provide you with newer abilities.

Networking

Once you get into finance employment either through your college placements or training program or internship, it is very important to build connections.
After hours office parties are the best places where one can find even the Manager of the company drinking in harmony with his subordinates. Talk to them. It
is often through these people that you might get better offers. Networking is important.

Sources of Jobs

The best way to get accountancy and finance jobs is to keep track of the jobs in your locality and online. There are different sites on the net which help you to
find various finance jobs in different parts of the country. 

Your local newspaper is a great place to help you find out about the accounting jobs in your locality. But you should also take the help of a headhunter to help
you find the best jobs suited to your resume. 

These seven steps to getting accountancy and finance jobs are a way to sure shot success in this field!

 


